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 Cluster and Grid Integration Issues: A Review 
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Abstract— To resolve the problems today’s Grid computing offers many solutions that are already addressed. Grid computing includes 
number of derivatives like data grids, cluster grids, compute grids, science grids, access grids, knowledge grids, terra grids and commodity 
grids. To support various services Grid need infrastructure like security, uniform access, resource management, scheduling, application 
composition, computational economy, and accountability. In this paper, I will discuss the several new issues and challenges related to 
DRMAA, GridBank, Grid programming, Chirp, Scheduling, Distributed Monitoring System, Grid data management, Sensor Grid and 
ASKALON. The toolsets and techniques are used to overcome the issues that are discussed in this paper. 

Index Terms— Grid computing, Sensor Grid, Cluster computing, Grid data management, Chirp. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
ultiple solution producers and multiple users involved 
in Grid and Cluster computing systems. When a single 
resource provider is involved, in such case challenges 

for preventing vulnerability of confidential information is pre-
sent [1]. In general, including processor cycles, data sources, 
special equipment, even people, and the electrical power grid 
in which the electricity is passed, the computing paradigm is 
formed [2] [3]. In a computational grid data-intensive jobs are 
not easy to run. In most systems, the exact set of files to be 
used by a grid job must define in advanced by the user [4].To 
undertake complex scientific or commercial problems distri-
bution system is used to form a large scale aggregation of 
network-connected computer. Grid computing is a crucial 
arising computing first step [5]. Grid provides an extensible 
set of services in open grid services architecture (OGSA). For 
creating and composing sophisticated distributed system OG-
SA defines web services description language (WSDL) inter-
faces and associated conventions including lifetime manage-
ment, change management, and notification [2].  

2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE  
2.1 DRMAA   
The Distributed Resource Management Application API 
(DRMAA) specification is a Software standard developed in 
the Open GRID Forum (OGF). It defines a unified interface for 
monitoring, job submission and control in Distributed Sys-
tems. Using DRMAA, job submission rates can be doubled 
due to lower submission overhead. Different language bind-
ings of independence parallel developments can identify gen-
eral issues and lightweight API in a concurrent and non-
reliable grid still demand continuous in-depth analysis [6]. 

2.2 Gridbank 
In service oriented cluster and grid computing, a Gridbus pro-
ject technologies are used. At cluster level, for economy-driven 

cluster scheduling, Libra technology has been developed for 
distributing computational tasks among resources that belong 
to a cluster within single administration domain. At grid level, 
to support Quality of Service (QOS) based schedule for both 
compute and data-intensive applications various tools are de-
veloped. GridBank is a secure grid wide accounting and pay-
ment handling system [7]. 

2.3 Grid Programming Issues 
For many grid applications, Performance, Portability, Interop-
erability, Adaptivity, Resource Discovery, Fault Tolerance and 
Security will be an issue. Grid applications may want authen-
tication, authorization, integrity checking and privacy. Relia-
ble performance for many applications will be an equally im-
portant issue. To achieve reliable performance for a program-
ming construct Quality of Service (QOS) will become increas-
ingly necessary. At last, the issue of programming style. This 
evolution will come down how programming is done to solve 
computational problems in available computing platform, 
from single machines to parallel machine to grid [8]. 

2.4 Chirp 
To meet the needs of grid computing, the Chirp distributed 
file system is designed. It provides strong and flexible security 
mechanism, tunable consistency semantics, clustering to in-
crease capacity and throughput, and spread without particular 
perquisites. In grid computing environments traditional dis-
tributed file system designed for local and campus area net-
work that do not adapt well so, they designed Chirp distribut-
ed file system for both cluster and grid computing. It provides 
services for grid application like deployment, naming, con-
sistency, security and clustering [4]. 

2.5 Scheduling Issues 
For grid system, scheduling is a very important mechanism. In 
a grid system there are many type of resources can be shared 
and used, and they can be accessed through an application 
running in the grid. Security is an important aspect in grid 
scheduling. Other issues are data-aware scheduling. Most of 
current grid applications are task oriented and resource-
oriented approaches [9]. 
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2.6 Distributed Monitoring System 
The challenges faced by high performance distributed system 
are scalable monitoring of system state. Network switches, 
links, computational nodes and storage devices can be com-
plex in large-scale systems. To handle these challenges Gan-
glia distributed Monitoring system was built. It provides high 
performance computing system such as clusters and grids. It is 
a scalable distributed monitoring system. The key design chal-
lenges for distributed monitoring system like Scalability, Ro-
bustness, Extensibility, Manageability, Portability and Over-
head. To minimize static within clusters Ganglia uses a mul-
ticast based listen/announce protocol. Researchers measured 
Ganglia’s scalability as a function of cluster size and the num-
ber of clusters being federated [10]. 

2.7 Grid Data Management 
To contribute various resources like computation, storage, 
data and applications, Grid is a formed collection of nodes in 
network. Application and data source can be fairly independ-
ent. Peer to peer (P2P) techniques are useful for Grid Data 
Management which focus on scaling, Dynamicity, autonomy 
and decentralized control.  
To deal with semantically rich data (e.g. XML documents, rela-
tional tables, etc) grid and P2P data management are used. 
Issues of grid and P2P are: 

(i) To scale up to high number of nodes data manage-
ment techniques are required. 

(ii) It is difficult for global schema management and ac-
cess control due to lack of centralized control [11]. 

2.8 Sensor Grid 
To meet the computational requirements of applications a 
compute grid provides distributed computational resources. 
On the other hand, to provide access to large amounts of stor-
age resources and distributed data, Data Grid is used. In wire-
less Sensor Networks, to sharing of sensor resources sensor 
grids extend the grid computing paradigm. In the design of 
sensor grid the issues and challenges faced that is Grid APIs 
for Sensors, Network Connectivity and Protocols, Scalability, 
Power Management, Scheduling, Security, Availability, and 
Quality of Service. In this study, researchers used Sensor grid 
testBed tool to improve the issues and sensor grid architecture 
design [12]. 

2.9 ASKALON 
Portability and interoperability of Software tools are critical 
issues in the grid. In this study researchers used the ASKA-
LON tool set for Cluster and Grid computing. ASKALON 
mixes four interoperable tools like SCALEA, ZENTURIO, AK-
SUM and PerformanceProphet. It is designed as a set of dis-
tributed grid service-based architecture. Using advanced user 
portals each tool can be accessed and manipulated. Each tool 
will be extended with new functionalities [13].  

3  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we discuss on the issues of integrating cluster 

and grid computing. There are so many challenging issues 
that are faced like scalability, scheduling, security, Quality of 
service etc. To overcome these issues, tool sets are available 
like ASKALON toolset is used for cluster and grid computing. 
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